WHAT IS DFTS?

DFTS is a domestic transportation services contract managed by the United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) and serviced by Crowley Logistics Inc., a large US based transportation company. DFTS can be used by any US Government agency as well as Government contractors to fulfill transportation service requirements. DFTS provides dedicated full truckload, less-than-truckload, time definite truck/air, rail, and customs clearance service to freight all kinds (FAK) cargo throughout the Continental United States as well as Alaska and Canada. Currently, Crowley is successfully handling over 1,000 orders per day and adding additional locations each week.

BENEFITS TO USING DFTS

- Within Defense Transportation System (DTS)
- Fixed Contract Rates
- Interfaces to GFM (no need to modify existing processes)
- Enhanced Technology for ITV and Data Analysis
- Mandatory Contract Requirements for Rate Discounts and Process Improvements
- 100% Audit Ready – GSA Real Time Audit on ALL Transactions
- FAR Based Performance Metrics of 98% for Pickup/Delivery (95% by Site)
- One Stop Shop to Augment Existing Operations
- Zero Implementation Cost
- Regionalized On Site Support Structure
- Network of Over 400 Carriers and Growing
- Service within CONUS, Alaska, and Canada
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